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Uni

United Nations (UN), international organization and association of states to secure world
peace and further international cooperation
between states. Adherence to the law of na-tions, stipulated in the UN Charter, and the pro-tection of human rights, set forth in the UniverUniversal Declaration of Human Rights, are among its
most important tasks. The UN was founded in
1945 as the successor of the League of Nations
with the aim of creating a platform for dialogue
pre
between all nations on Earth and thereby preventing a third world war. In 2008 the organiza-tion with its headquarters in New York has 192
members. The premises of the organization, no
matter where in the world, are international territory, for the UN facilities are granted immunity
under international law and the state power of
the respective country may not carry out com-pulsory measures there. The principle organs
of the organization are the General Assembly,
the Security Council, the Secretariat, the EcoEco nomic and Social Council, and the International
Court of Justice. The UN additionally has spespe
cial organs and organizations seated all over
the world. The working languages are English
and French, with Russian, Spanish, Chinese,
and Arabian as official languages.

In her book Designing Universal Knowledge, Gerlinde Schuller
points at the complexity of universal communication. As an information designer and a visual journalist, she reﬂects on the role
of information design and reminds designers of their impact and
responsibility. By questioning the acts and motives of today’s global
information suppliers, she expands the debate to a global scale:
who has access to which information, and who is in control of it?
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Q: I got to know your work through your
book Designing Universal Knowledge.
What gave you the idea to make a book
about this and how did it come about?
gerlinde schuller: The ultimate goal
of information design is to design something that is universally understood.
That means that the target audience is
always very broad and international.
Think of the signage systems for airports
or the user interface design for computers. Universal design is really a promise made by information designers, and
I was curious to ﬁnd out if they could
fulﬁll this promise. Moreover, global
information suppliers such as Google
and Wikipedia say that it is their mission to collect all human knowledge for
us. So the book bears the name Designing
Universal Knowledge?, with a question
mark. It questions whether universal
knowledge actually exists, and if so, to
what extent is it universal?
I started out with a series of questions
and then attempted to answer them

Keywords: xxx

6 ofﬁcial UN Languages & 127 ofﬁcial
languages of UN Member states

‘For the UN to be
understood, it
must communicate
clearly, inform in
a timely and precise manner and

reach out actively.
There is a breath-taking speed of
change in the way
proinformation is produced, gathered
and passed on. It
takes ingenuity and
a will to embrace
new technologies
to stay on the front
line of change and
not lose touch.’

That is quite a challenge. How did you formulate the criteria for selecting your material?
Those criteria were already summarized in the title of the book. Basically it
has to be related to universality, globalism and internationality. In addition, it
has been connected to knowledge and
to the world’s largest and most complex knowledge collections: the largest
libraries, archives, databases, etc. The
third parameter was that it had to be
associated with design. The interviewees in the book almost all come from one
or other design discipline. They are not
necessarily information designers, but
creatives who are active in the ﬁeld of
information design. The book discusses
the question “How do you design complex knowledge?”
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Legible London. Minilith sign
on Oxford Street, one of over
1200 throughout the capital
and designed to work with the
city’s tight pavement widths.
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coordination groups and ﬁnd out what
all their plans are. We are trying to look
from the public point of view: how is the
audience reading the city? The audience
is the single most connecting factor.
You ﬁnd out that the people in these
coordinating groups want more awareness of the big picture. The individual
organizations are doing good work,
but how they coordinate things is a big
challenge. How do you manage to get
everybody looking after their bits of
their content? How they are working
together is one of the early observations
that we make. It is politics, design and
having a vision of how things should
be. The more you focus on the public
out there, the more everybody has to
work together. When people focus on
their own organization, we end up with
logo application issues. When they start
thinking about the people, they think
about the language that is used. When
the logo becomes a non-issue, the solution is getting smarter.

United States of America

headings, codes or abbreviations. There
is always some part of textual explanation present, which is exactly where
you encounter this language barrier. Of
course, more and more often, automatic
translation software is called upon. But
its quality is still very poor. Once that
software is accurate, we will be a whole
lot closer to universal design. Most people in the world, after all, speak only one
language. You can imagine what kind
of impediment that entails. People only
understand a very small amount of the
internet’s content. That remains in my
opinion the biggest obstacle. Translation
software that would understand all the
languages of the world would be as great a
leap as the invention of the printing press.

Universal knowledge
does not exist.
It is a moving target,
changing constantly.
Due to technological
developments and
the speed with which
data can be collected
today, it is changing
every day.

A new Rosetta stone?
Yes. We are not there yet but multinational enterprises such as Google, Yahoo
and sdl plc. are fully engaged in developing software for translating digital
text perfectly.

1

Designing Universal Knowledge,
2009. The book explores the
approach to “universal design”,
presents the world’s largest
knowledge archives and investigates why “knowledge is power”.
Spread showing the timeline of
the United Nations.
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“You can know everything about a single bird, but you still do not know
what the entire ﬂock will do.” Daniel Gross and Joris Maltha are the
founders of Catalogtree, a design studio primarily specialized in data
visualization. By unraveling underlying patterns, Catalogtree strives
to create visuals which clarify much more than many stories can do.
3

Catalogtree is a multidisciplinary design
studio based in Arnhem, the Netherlands.
It was founded in 2001 by Daniel Gross
and Joris Maltha who met at Werkplaats
Typograﬁe. The studio works continuously
on commissioned and self-initiated
projects. They are highly interested in selforganizing systems and believe in “Form
Equals Behavior”. Experimental toolmaking, programming, typography and
the visualization of quantitative data
are part of their daily routine. Other
recent endeavors include an inter-active
documentary for the iPad, a swarm of 21
bristle bots and a double pendulum gear
clock. Their clients include Phaidon Press,
Vitra Design Museum, Architect magazine
and New York Times magazine. Daniel
and Joris teach in the master’s course
at Design Academy in Eindhoven,
the Netherlands, and give international
workshops.
www.catalogtree.net

Q: In 2008, Catalogtree published a
book with an overview of your online
archive that can be expanded and updated
over the upcoming years. Why did you
choose to publish an online archive in a
tangible way?
joris maltha: The book was a project
by a former student of ours, Jeremy
Jansen, who was at that time studying at
the Werkplaats Typograﬁe in Arnhem.
He devised the system whereby he
could automatically generate a book
from a website with no design steps in
between. He basically would not touch
it. He had a program running that
would scrape the website and download
everything in it, and then it would be
sent to Lulu or one of those print-on-demand platforms. We really liked the idea
of an automated process that generates a
designed object in the end, with hardly
any decisions made by a designer. The
idea behind that project was also that
you could order the book from Jeremy

and then it would be generated. As we
update our website constantly, the book
would get bigger and bigger. I remember
that the maximum amount of pages you
could print that way was 800 pages, so
the book would expand to that amount
of pages and then the project would simply stop. After that, you could not order
it anymore, since the book was full.
Basically it was his project, not ours. But
we really liked it and supported him.
It is a frequently recurring theme in
our work. We program a lot but are not
programmers. We are trained as book
designers. We design by talking. Many
of our designs are actually already ﬁnished before they become visual. We
already know what is going to happen.
We either write a program or we set up
“analog rules” to create a design, and
then we let the design evolve by itself.
But at some point, it has to manifest
itself in the world. Whether it is a website, an app or another digital medium,

it always remains digital. Our back
background as book designers means that
we really like it when things become
tangible and manifest themselves in a
physical realm. What I really liked about
Jeremy’s book project is that he stepped
completely out of the design process.
He just let his program run and a few
weeks later there was a book. It feels like
magic: you push a button and a really
thick book appears.
Were you satisﬁed with the outcome?
It is basically our website printed.
Although our website is in color, the
book is in black and white because it was
cheaper to produce. It is printed at 72 dpi
screen resolution. At the ﬁrst print run,
he produced 50 copies which were sold
out in a week. We were really afraid that
people were completely disappointed
with the book. It is mostly about the concept. It is not really about the design.
I think that he still gets requests from
people to buy the book, but it cannot be
produced anymore since our website has
grown considerably.

Your website has a very speciﬁc navigational
structure: the interface completely depends
on a listed index.
The structure of the website was developed a long time ago. When we look back
at it, we are still a little bit puzzled about
it ourselves, but the site was developed
in the same spirit as many of our projects. There is nothing more disappointing than when something comes back
from the printer and it looks exactly like
what you had on the screen before. We
always hope for some surprise, something we could not foresee. The website
allows this by showing unpredictable
combinations of projects.
I read that you try to avoid working with
Adobe software and aim to create your own
hard- and software tools. How important is
the open source movement and the democratic aspect of it for you?
I think that the open source movement
is very interesting. These people are
very aware of the big software companies dominating everything. I think
you can easily say that there is a style
of designing that comes from Adobe.

Choosing the tool
is a design decision.

1–3 Implicit None, Logical
Done, 2008. This book contains a printed version of
Catalogtree’s complete
online archive. It is generated and printed on demand
and reﬂects the dynamic
nature of the source, allowing each edition to be
revised and updated. In
collaboration with Jeremy
Jansen (book concept).
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Sfogliare il mondo
in 280 grafici

Un enorme atlante del mondo edito dagli stessi autori
di Information Graphics (Taschen, 2012). Understanding
the World raccoglie oltre 280 infograﬁche, selezionate
tra quelle pubblicate su magazine e quotidiani negli ultimi due anni e organizzate in cinque capitoli: ambiente, tecnologia, economia, società e cultura. Tratta temi
a volte complessi, ma è, allo stesso tempo, ricco di molte
piccole curiosità.

BASHEER GRAPHIC
BOOKS ha iniziato la sua
attività a Singapore nel
1985, senza neppure una
sede: un venditore, in
motorino, portava i libri
agli studenti fuori dalla
facoltà di design. Ora
ha quattro negozi: uno a
Singapore, due a Kuala
Lumpur e uno a Jakarta.
basheergraphic.com
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Until You See the Flock

Should Be Reliable
Q: Analyzing and understanding the behavior of people seems to be key in starting up
the city projects you work on. But when
do the content providers—tourist boards,
police departments, security people, etc.
—get involved in this whole process?
tim fendley: One of the problems that
we often come across with a new city
project is that the city is not always as
connected as it could be, both in terms of
explaining itself to its public and within
its organization. Different departments,
local government, tourist boards, business improvement district, etc. do not
necessarily work together very well. We
think this will change. They often form
some kind of coordinating group where
they discuss who is doing what. We have
come across cities that are disconnected,
and some are making great efforts.
Quite rightly, it is not one organization
that controls it all: that would not work
either. What we often do is ﬁnd out and
try to understand what people on the
street think. Afterwards, we go to the

ISSN 2054-9520

Zoom Out

What Guides Us
Tim Fendley founded Applied to push
the boundaries of information design.
Driven by the need to make places more
understandable, combined with a longterm ﬁxation with making sense of the
world’s great cities, Tim has led projects
in London, Glasgow, Brighton, Dublin,
Cleveland, Vancouver and New York.
As the inventor and creative director of
Legible London, a capital-wide pedestrian wayﬁnding scheme for TfL, he has
been responsible for the most extensive
legible city program of its kind and now a
global benchmark for urban wayﬁnding.
He is passionate about innovation and
the advancement of design knowledge
and practice, constantly looking for better ways to communicate and improve the
urban experience. With this in mind, he is
the mastermind behind Typo and Point,
two design conferences in London, and is
an advisor at the Helen Hamlyn Centre at
the Royal College of Art.
www.applied-espi.com

Acting
Secretary-General
Gladwyn Jebb

Disseminating information through various me-dia to a broad public is a great challenge for the
UN. In the best case, their comprehensive activities and plans are to be communicated to more
than seven billion people on Earth in an understandable and quick way. The Department of
Public Information is responsible for this com-plex task. It communicates via radio, printed
matters and the Internet. The UN Committee on
Information evaluates the UN’s communication
of information and presents suggestions to enen
hance it in strategic and content-related terms.
If the Department of Public Information is the
voice of the UN, the Committee on Information
is the tuning fork that sets the tone.
UN Watch, seated in Geneva (CH), is an indeinde
pendent organization that critically follows and
publicly discusses the UN’s activities and reso-lutions. The organization particularly monitors
the equal treatment of the UN member states
and publishes cases of UN envoys going beyond their mandate. In order to trigger debates
it provides various UN organs with statements
and puts out articles in high-circulation media.
un.org unwatch.org

march 2013

Tim Fendley is continuously involved in the development of urban
wayﬁnding systems all over the world. Designing such complex
information systems is not about designing good looking signs.
It is about observing your audience, understanding how the human
brain works and adding the right logic to your design. Next to that,
a good sense of organization and explanatory skills are crucial in
order to implement your ideas successfully.

ISSN: 2054-9520
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Andreas Baum, Chairman UN Committee on Information, 2008

What was your impression or conclusion? Is
there such a thing as universal knowledge
and design?
Universal knowledge does not exist. It
is a moving target, changing constantly.
Due to technological developments and
the speed with which data can be collected today, it is changing every day.
Therefore the deﬁnition of universal
knowledge changes every day, too. Only
by developing standards, information
designers can come closer to universal
methods to visualize complex knowledge. Of course nowadays some standards exist: for cognitive science, web
design, etc. Those universal principles
of design are applied by a great deal of
designers, especially when working for
a large audience. Maybe it is close, but I
would not call it universal, which to me
means “understandable for the whole
world”.
One of the biggest barriers that exists
for universal design is the language barrier. There is no way to bypass the use of

for myself by researching appropriate
projects and conducting interviews.
The interest in the universal aspects of
design obviously comes from the information design ﬁeld itself.

april 2012
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UNDERSTANDING
THE WORLD.
THE ATLAS OF
INFOGRAPHICS
di Sandra Rendgen
e Julius Wiedemann.
Il volume è arricchito da
un’introduzione di Nigel
Holmes che spiega, con
un’infografica, come si
realizza un’infografica
(Taschen, 24,6 × 37,2 cm,
456 pp., 2014, inglese,
francese, tedesco,
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Gerlinde Schuller is head of
The World as Flatland, an information design studio based in
Amsterdam. She is specialized
in systematic design and visual
journalism. In addition to working
on commissions for international
clients, she teaches information
design and writes about the discipline. In her own publications she
focuses on examining a complex
subject by creating an experimental
visual system. Schuller is author
of the systematic book Designing
Universal Knowledge (2009) and
co-author of Making the Impossible
Possible (2006) and Amsterdam
in documents (2011).
www.theworldasﬂ atland.net
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Nihon è una famiglia
tipografica progettata
da Malwin Béla Hürkey
per scrivere in alfabeto
latino con un simulato
aspetto giapponese. Si
compone di 24 caratteri e
ha più di 30mila legature.
nihon-font.com
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Per un designer questo è un momento molto interessante per misurarsi con il mondo
dell’informazione, la cui natura si evolve
costantemente. Questo volume raccoglie
sedici interviste a designer internazionali
che lavorano nel campo dell’informazione: interactive, editorial ed environmental
design, giornalismo, data visualization,
wayﬁnding, tipograﬁa e cartograﬁa. Le
loro riﬂessioni sono state raccolte durante
un ciclo di conferenze sul tema tenutesi a
Bruxelles e promosse dai design thinkers di
Shapeshifters con la LUCA School of Arts
e il gruppo Beursschouwburg.

LARS MÜLLER PUBLISHERS
LUCA SCHOOL OF ARTS

This book presents the reﬂections of 16 designers of international
renown, all of whom are active in the broad ﬁeld of information
design: interactive, editorial and environmental design, data
visualization, wayﬁnding, typography, cartography, etc.
Through interviews, Inge Gobert and Johan Van Looveren
provide insight into the ﬁeld of information design, its working
methods, possibilities and limitations, attitudes, dreams and
frustrations. Special emphasis is placed on how future information designers can be effectively prepared to work in a world
where the nature of information is constantly changing.
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